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A BARE BONES SUMMARY OF MARIE KONDO’S MAGNIFICENT BOOK 

the life-changing magic of tidying up 
when you put your house in order you put 

your affairs in order 

order is dependent on personal values 

people need to change their way of 

thinking to change their habits 

thorough elimination over a short space of 

time is empowering 

tidying is a tool not the final destination 

just putting things away is not tidying, it is 

illusory 

sort by category not by location 

tidying is a special event, not a daily one 

intense discarding comes first 

don’t put things in order until you have 

finished discarding 

choose what to keep, not what to throw 

DOES THIS SPARK JOY? 

the best sequence is clothes, books, papers, 

miscellany and then mementos 

deal with your own excesses, not those of 

your loved ones 

the urge to tidy for others indicates a 

problem in your own space 

tidying is a dialogue with one’s self 

the best time to start is early morning 

to cherish some possessions, you must let 

go of others 

store things standing up 

the moment you encounter a book is the 

right time to read it; don’t hold on forever 

papers: generally discard everything 

any papers needed to be kept for a limited 

time should be kept all in one place 

small change goes into your wallet (and 

out!) 

by handling sentimental items, you process 

your past 

only keep photos that touch your heart 

don’t keep surplus stock 

reduce until something clicks 

designate a spot for every thing 

separate storage spaces for each family 

member: everyone needs a sanctuary 

shoeboxes are useful 

empty your bag every day 

don’t clutter the bath or kitchen sink, or 

counter space 

TRANSFORM THE HOME INTO A SACRED 

SPACE 

remove ‘noisy’ written information 

appreciate your possessions 

what you let go is more important than 

what you add 

there are two reasons for not letting go: 

attachment to the past or fear of the future 

TIDYING IS RESTORING BALANCE 


